
Islamic Cosmologies in Art

Introduction

In Antiquity and in the Middle Ages the universe was be-
lieved to be centred on a spherical and stationary Earth.
The Sun, the Moon, the planets and the stellar sphere
were believed to rotate around the Earth. The philosoph-
ical and astronomical arguments supporting this view were
formulated by the Greek philosopher Aristotle of Stagira
(384 – 322 BCE) and the Hellenistic astronomer Claudius
Ptolemy of Alexandria (c. 100 – c. 180 CE). Through
translations from Greek scientific works into Arabic the
geocentric world system also became the basis of Islamic
philosophy, astronomy and astrology. In this workshop
we will study some cosmographical diagrams which were
drawn from various Islamic sources.

Fig. 1. Seyyed Loqmān ↪Ashūr̄ı, Zubdat al-Tawār̄ıkh.

The Cosmos as Depicted in a Late 16th-
Century Ottoman Miniature

The miniature shown in fig. 1 is from the Zubdat al-
Tawār̄ıkh (“The History of the World”) of Seyyed Loqmān
↪Ashūr̄ı, a work dedicated to the Ottoman sultan Mu-
rad III and completed in 991 AH (1583 CE).1 A larger
image is given on a separate worksheet.

Exercise: Beginning in the centre and working your way
outwards, carefully describe the contents of the various
circles (do not forget the four corners) and identify the
heavenly bodies and entities depicted.

1This manuscript (ms. T. 1973) is kept in the Turkish and Islamic
Arts Museum in Istanbul. Two other copies are in the Chester
Beatty Library, Dublin (ms. T. 414, dated 1573), and in the Topkapı
Seray Museum Library (ms. H. 1321, dated 1586).

Fig. 2. The Horoscope of Iskandar Sūlt.an (London, Wellcome Library, ms.
Per. 474).

The Horoscope of Iskandar Sūlt.an

The magnificent two-page diagram shown in fig. 2 (a
larger version is found on a separate sheet) depicts the
birth horoscope of Jalāl al-D̄ın Iskandar Sūlt.an ibn -
↪Umar Shaykh (1384 – 1414), a grandson of T̄ımūr-i Lang
(1336 – 1405) who was known in the West as Tamerlane
(“Timur the Lame”). Iskandar Sūlt.an ruled over Sh̄ırāz
(from 1409) and Is.fahān (from 1413) until he was deposed
and blinded on the orders of his uncle Shāh Rukh.

The horoscope figure is set for Monday 3 Rab̄ı ↪-I 786 AH
and was drawn up by Mah.mūd ibn Yah.yā ibn al-H. asan ibn
Muh.ammad ↪Imād al-Munajjim al-Kāsh̄ı, who may have
been the grandfather of the celebrated Persian astronomer
and mathematician Ghiyāth al-D̄ın Jamsh̄ıd ibn Mas ↪ūd
ibn Mah.mūd al-Kāsh̄ı (c. 1380–1429) who worked at the
court of Ulugh Beg in Samarqand.

Exercise: Identify the planets and the zodiacal signs.
From the computed positions of the celestial luminaries
in the year 1384 CE, supplied separately, determine the
date for which the horoscope diagram is correct.

Fig. 3. Astrological symbols of the signs of the zodiac.
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Fig. 4. Astrological symbols of the planets.

The Cosmos as Depicted on a Persian Wall
Cloth

Study the wall cloth made in Is.fahān by H. usain Fakhār̄ı
(fig. 5) which is preserved in the collection of the Wereld-
museum Rotterdam. Note the differences with the cos-
mographical depictions in figs. 1 & 2.

Exercise: From the celestial bodies depicted on this
wall cloth determine between which years it was prob-
ably made. Use the following table with the discovery
years of the planets and their brightest moons.

Fig. 5. Persian wall cloth in the Worldmuseum, Rotterdam.

planet moons year

Mars Phobos & Deimos 1877

Jupiter Io, Europa, Ganymede & Callisto 1610
Amalthea (5th moon) 1892

Saturn Hyperion (8th moon) 1848
Phoebe (9th moon) 1899

Uranus Ariel & Umbriel (3rd & 4th moon) 1851
(1781) Miranda (5th moon) 1948

Neptune Triton (1st moon) 1846
(1846) Nereid (2nd moon) 1949

Pluto Charon (1st moon) 1978
(1930)
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